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Abstract

This paper presents a system which is being developed in
the University of Miinster to support scientific application
environments. This system – WA!M – is based on taking
advantage of workflows to document and monitor the EXXU-
tion of scientific applications. A geoprocessing application
is used throughout the paper to illustrate and jnsti& the
.~ecificity of the problem and our proposed solution.

1 Introduction

Workf30wmanagement aims at modeling and controlling the
excution of processes in businessapplications [9, 4, 10]. It
has gained increasing attention recently, since it allows com-
btig a data-oriented view on applications, which is the
traditional one for an information system, with a process-
oriented tiew, in -which collections of activities, their in-
teractions and exhanges are modeled and supported. The
exploitation of the workflow paradigm in geoprocessing ap-
plications, ho-wever,has rarely been studied ye$ the goal of
this paper is to remedy this situation. li particular, -wewill
show, us”mgenvironmental control and monitoring as a case
stud-y,how worldiow management can prove nsefid, since it
helps comb-meenvironmentalists’ expertise on process mod-
&g with their need for appropriate data management.

WMle a number of -workflow management systems for
businessapplications are already commercially available, sys-
te.rmfor scientific applications esist at best as research pro-
totypes.. One goal of the WASA project [1S, II] is to gjve
support to such applications. I& [1] -we outlined the main
aspects Vi7ASA should support in order to allow its vrork-
ing in a GIS context - e.g., rxecntion of partial vrorkilows,
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or speciijing a -workilowfkom a case. In this paper, we in-
vestigate planning processes in geoprocessing applications,
formalize these processes as workflows, and show how they
can be supported by a prototypical workflow management
system under development in the WASA project.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 gives an overview of the life-cycle of design and de-
velopment of typical applications in geoprocessing. Section
3 shows.how -ivorkflowmanagement can be exploited to sup-
port these activities. This section uses a real-life example
as motivation to the paper, which concerns the development
of a map of iire risks for a given region. Section 4 describes
the WASA prototype and shows how .it can be used in geo-
processing applications by instantiating the example in it.
Section 5 presents conclusions and fkture work.

2 The Life-Cycle of Applications in Geoprocessing

There are different profles of GIS users, varying from begin-
ners to application designers. We here look at geoprocessing
applications horn the point of view of designers, i.e., peo-
ple who are knowledgeable in the application domain (e.g.,
biologists, ecologists, soil scientists) and, at the same time,
know ho-ivto take advantage of available computational tools
embedded in the GIS.

More specifically, -weare interested in problems related
to the development of applications in the environmental
area (e.g., monitoring); we will refer to these applications
as gw-appkntions, denoting the fact that they deal with
geo-re~erenceddata. Users -whodesign geo-applicationa cur-
rently take advantage of a variety of computationa3 tools
which help spatial analysis and cartographic presentation,
usually embedded within some GIS.

The design of a gee-application, from a software engi-
neering viewpoint, presents some particularities (e.g., see
[6]). First, it is both data and process-intensive. Second, de-
signers seldom worry about reuse (of data or of code), being
under the impression that applications are developed on a
Ca.se-t&casebasis and therefore reuse is impossible. Indeed,
the specification of each application is tailored to a specific
region of the Earth’s surface, for a given set of goals, to be
acted upon by a distinct group of agents. Thk makes each
application unique in the designer’s mind. Third, in spite
of designers’ expertise, they do not often worry about docu-
menting their application. Thus, even when reuse would be
possible, it cannot be enforced for lack of documentation.
As we shall see, WASA helps fill th~ gap, thereby fostering
reuse and consequent savings in time and money.
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In order to do that, it is important to understand de
signers’ -workprocedures and state them in the appropriate
software engineering terms. From a macro point of view, the
Ii&cycle of a gee-application can be considered in five major
step% definition of objectiv~ real-world modeling in-ren-
tory (geographic database specification and creation); im-
plementation; and monitoring [13, 15]. These steps closely
match those needed to develop deckion-support applica-
tions. The definition o.fobjective-sconsistsin specifying what
the goals of the application are to be, and -what phenom-
ena should be com~ideredin order to attain the goal. Real
world modeling comprises data and process modeling. Data
modeling corresponds to selecting, abstracting and general-
izing the entities of interest to the user, showing ho-ivthey
vary through time. Process modeling refers to constructing
a mathematical model that describes operations involving
the stored data representations, and includes the simulation
of natural phenomena- The output of this activity directs
the inventonJphase, which consists in the deii.nitionof the
geographic datalms~ as well as specification of the function
libraries and model parameters that are to be used together
with data stored in the database. Implementation concerns
the use of these databases and libraries, combining func-
tions and producing new dat% either directly by means of
programs or, more frequently, using a GIS [12]. The result
of the implementation is usually a set of maps and tables,
whkh will be used by experts to determine policies to follow
in some tituation (in our e..rampleof the next section, how
to better prevent iire risks). Fmaily, the monitoring phase
concerns checking policy implementation (to both ensureits
correct implementation and to correct possible errors in pre-
ViOUS ph~<es).

These steps constitute the basis of an environmental ap-
plication design methodology, -whichis now being used with
smccessin helping msersspecify their applications in order to
masimize data reuse. As shall be seen in the next section,
these steps can naturally be modeled by workj70ws,and can
then be supported automatically by a -worktiowmanagement
s@ml.

3 Exploiting Workflows in Gee-applications

3.1 Modeiing Gee-applications as Workfiows

Workflow management comlimes in3uences horn a variety
of disciplines, including cooperative information systems,
computer-.mpported cooperative -work groupware systems,
and active databases. Its major application area has so far
been in the business field ~10],as the modeling of business
processes has become a strategic goal in many enterprises.
Once the modeling md specification of business processes
has been complete~ they can be veriiie~ optimize& and
finally brought onto a -ivorktlowmanagement system. Be
sides the traditional field of business applications, new do-
mains emerge, among -which scientific ones play a major
role [1$, 1, 8].

~~7CITk$OZOmodels are a formakrn that support process
specification [9, 10]. In general, -worktlowsconsist of a set
of related acthities -which are esecuted by processing enti-
ties 116]. Activities are units of work as perceived by the
modeler. Each activity includes a description of the data
used and generated by the activity. Processing entities-which
can perform tasks may be humausor software systems, e.g.,
mailers, application programs, or database management sys-
tas.

Consider now the sequence of steps described in section 2
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Figure 1: Top-level geo-workflow.

under the workflow paradigm. First, this high level descrip-
tion can be seen as a worldow specification where activi-
ties are eqmssed as a sequence of discrete steps with clear
procedural order, well-determined input and output, and
specific execution constraints. Second, many of these activ-
ities (e.g., inventory) demand intervention and cooperation
of several (human) agents, whereas others can be completely
automated (e.g., when GIS functions are invoked). Thwd,
the output of each step can be used as input to subsequent
steps, or be a feedback to re-execute some previous step, re-
flecting the fact that the modeling and interpreting natural
processes is a nevw-ending activity. jJ?romnow on, we refer
to the workflows describing these activities as geo-workfiows,
to differentiate them from other types of workfiow.

The tirst (Definition of Objectives) and last (Monitor-
ing) phases (see Section2) are essentially human activities.
However, human activities can also be monitored by a work-
flow facility, as human actors that perform them can signal
to the computer that they are executing some task, which
in turn helps documenting the entire development process.

Geo-workflows diEer horn standard workflows in the type
of data (gee-referenced), analysis operations (gee-region sen-
sitive) and constraints they must handle. Another distin-
guishing characteristic of geo-workflows lies in the agents
and roles involved in their a~ecution. The handling of geo-
referenced data is essentially multidisciplinary, and therefore
the execution of these workflows is frequently conducted in
a collaborative way.

3.2 A Geo-Workflow Case Study

We now analyze a speciiic instance of a geo-worktlow, adapt-
ing an exqwiment which was conducted to evaluate tire risks
in the coun~ of Piracicaba, Brazil [3]. The geographic area
concerned is a natural preserve belonging to the Forestry
Research Inafitute of the State of S50 Patio. The county of
Piracicaba is densely populated, highly industriaEzed, and
surroundedby sugar cane plantations. All these factors con-
tribute to creating fire risks in the preserve. The experiment
was dedicated to producing a %re risk map”, i.e., a map
classi&ing the preserve into regions according to the proba-
bfity of presenting a fie hazard.

Figure 1 shows the top-level geo-workflow that was used
to speci& application, and where Activities 1 through 6
cover the five phases of the life-cycle. Thk geo-workflow
originated from the need to solve the problem to “deter-
mine fire risk”, for the area described by “natural preserve
at 22° S, 47°32’ W“. The statement of the problem can be
considered to be the event which triggered the execution
of the geo+vorkflow. The description and location of the
area of study are essential for determining what vm-iables
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should be considered in the experiment. Activi@ 1 was per-
formed by a group of experts and produced the speci&ation
of the phenomena that should be analyzed for this specific
problem, time fhme and geographic location: relief, land
use, vegetation, hydrography, roads, and historical records
of iires for the region.

Next, two activities were launched in parallek Model
specificatio~ corresponding to Real-world modeling (.Activ-
ity 2) and data guthem”ng (Activity 3), corresponding to In-
ventory. Data gathen”ng was performed in parallel by several
teams of people, as often happens in geoprocessing activities.
It consisted of checking for already available data sources
and, if necessary,performing field-work to collect additional
data.

Model specification is a highly empirical activity, and pro-
duces a system of equations which mathematically describe
the dymmics of the real world. hfodel building for this type
of problem is achieved on a trial-and-error basis, by answer-
ing the following questions [7]:

. What are the spatial units considered and their inter-
actions?

. How do relative sizes and locations of these units affect
the variables and ecosystem factors considered?

The model built for the experiment under consideration con-
sisted of a sequence of weighted average calculations, to com-
bme the different data sources deiined during Activity 1.
The weights correspond roughly to the importance a given
factor would have in iire propagation – e.g., fire risk increases
with proximity to humans and decreases where vegetation
is more densq areas with native vegetation are less prone to
fires than areas which have been replanted.

Activity 4 (Analgsis) corresponds to the beginning of the
implementation phase, and consistsof computing the model
using the data gathered. In the EEsampl%this computation
u~ed the m.Qpoverlay metho~ in which each data source is
transformed into a map with eventual rechecking (as shown
by the feedback dotted lines in F@u.re 1). The result of the
an+y$s activity was a&e risk map, -whichwas the input to
.ktnn~ 5 (Assess &up quality), already part of hlonitoring
of the hfe-cycle. In this specific cas% the map was consid-
ered to be acceptable within the specified error margb+ and
therefore the application development was concluded. Qual-
ity ases.smnt Cons-kts of checking the result against some
control data. In the problem studie~ it was done visually
by a team of experts. k more complex cases, this would
be done automatically by ab@u invoking GIS functions, or
spatial software/geo-statistics libraries.

\’ery often, Activi~ 5 indicates that the analysis result
is not satisfict ory and therefore Activities 2 or 3 may have
to be esecuted agaim The m-execution of Activity 3, in par-
ticular, is preceded by Activity 6 Model calibratio~ which
consists of making adjustments to the model (e.g., by chang-
ing parameter -weights)

Before proceeding to a refinement of the workilow, let
us examine the agents and roles involved in the ~~ecution
of this geo-workflow. Data sources and flea are discussedin
Section 3.3 in the refinement of Activi@ 3. There were three
kinds of human actorsc technicians, experts on environmen-
tal modeliig, and fire fighters. The latter participated in
Activities 1 and 5 in a consulting role. Technicians were
basically employed in data gathering and in running pro-
gram in the analysis phase. Environmental exqmts played
consulting and specification roles in all activities but Data
~mth&ng (activity 3). Computerized procedures were used
as actors in Activities 3 and 4-

/

Figure 2: Reihement of Activity 3 and
road map file.

details of eliciting

The aecution of each activity involves choosing among
several acceptable alternatives. For instance, Activity 5
might have been executed automatically by programs, rather
than visually by human experts. Therefore, thk same work-
flo-ivmight have had different executions (instantiations). In
WASA, this-would characterize storing distinct geo-workfiow
models for the same experiment.

3.3 Refinements of the Top-Level Workflow

Figure 1 can be refined into a variety of sub-workflows. We
w-N here indicate only how to refine Activity 3, but all
others could have been equally decomposed. Data gather-
ing (Activiw 3) requires launching several independent geo-
workflows, each dedicated to collecting data of a diflkrent
nature. Figure 2 shows the refinement of this activity and
its instantiation for production of the ‘koad map” input data
file.

For this type of problem, practically all data gathering
tasks are subdivided into producing a basic map (Activity
3.1), correcting errors (Activity 3.2) and adjusting coordi-
nates (Activity 3.3). Error detection is an integral part of
spatial information processing. Understanding and limiting
errors at this stage (data gathering) is fundamental to con-
trolling the quality of the result (during Activity 5). The
~xecution of these three sub-activities varies widely accord-
ing to the data sources, scale, devices, etc.

In our case study, vegetation and hydrography were al-
ready available in digital media and thus did not need to go
through all steps of gathering. The other data sourceshad to
be created (e.g., scanning) in order to allow the application
to run.

An example of a data He that was especially created for
this ex--eriment was the “road map” file. In this case, three
different data sources were processed highway paper maps
(provided by the municipality), a power line paper map (pro-
vided by the local electric power company) and a pathways
digital map (generated by walking or riding along existing
small paths using a differential GPS). High voltage lines im-
ply the existence of small paths directly underneath, that
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must always be kept clezm of vegetation, in order to allow
line repairs and maintemnce Ehecks.This is an esample of a
very common activity in ge~referenced data gathering – us-
ing a g-ken data source (herq power lines) to derive another
kind of data (pathways).

Ex--erimental procedures are described at length in [3]
and a more complete description of workflow refinement ap-
pears in [22]. Vi7econclude this section by a few remarks.
First, the procedures described are highly Simpliiiet since
our goal is to give an overview of a geo-workfiow. Second,
this type of experiment is highly dependent on the exqwrtise
of the researchers -who deiine the initial parameters (data
sources) and the relevant process model. This knowledge
cannot be embedded %“ the work30w. As we will see nest,
in WASA it is stored apart using a rris%ure of knowledge
b~%etechnology and tex+maldocumentation. Finally, most
of the activities, especially 1, 2, and 5, are highly depen-
dent on collaborative work. Again, this typically requires
additional tools.

4 The WASA Contribution

As we said in the Introduction, computerized support for sci-
entific environments has not yet come acrossan exploitation
of -workflowmanagement, though such environments could
profit considerably from this technology. The WASA envi-
ronment tries to fill this nee~ by providing scientists with a
workf30w-basedenvironment, whose goal is to support saen-
tists document and develop their experiments, focusing on
applications in the natural sciences and in laboratory envi-
ronments.

4.1 The WASA Prototype

A first prototype of WASA has been implemented using Java
and a commercial relational database system [19, 23]. This
protofiTe has been tested on warious cases. The workflow
engin~is the core part of the architecture it aims at enhanc-
ing the flex.ibfity of esisting workflow management systems
while providing a high degree of platform independence [18].
The term %&bfity” refers to the abtity of users (or system
administrators) to change workiiow models while worldlows
execute (also known as dynamic modification [2]). Further-
more, the proto@pe supports flexible -rrorldlowmodeling by
allowing to reuse pre-esisting component workflow models
in multiple other workfiow models. In the previous geo-
workfiow, this would mean re-using part of the specification
in other applications (e.g, to define iire risk maps for other
regions).

Loosely speaking, the WASA prototype consists of a
workRow engine+a database serv= and vrorkflow clients. It
is based on a generic, layered architecture – the WASA archi-
tecture - shown in Figure 3. The architecture relies on the
fact that scientific experiments, speciiied as -workflom, are
stored in the system’s database as workilow models. hIodels
are instantiated at eachworkflow execution- Essentially, this
is a client/server architecture%where the server reads work-
flow models born the underlying database, controls the ese-
cution of -worktlows,and performs other important services
like role resolution. Internally, it is composed of the -work-
fiow ena@neas core and the database server -whichaccesses
application data stored in the database. Both components
are connected to the database by a JDBC interi%+ and
the database contains -workflow-related data (like workflow
models and role descriptions) as well as application-specific
data

Figure 3: WASA Architecture.

Users access the worktlow system using workflow clients.
The basic functionali~ of a workflow client is to inform
users (agents in general) of activities to perform. We have
implemented two types of workflow clients Clients can be
(i) stand-alone Java applications, or (ii) Java applets which
are interpreted by Web browsers. We now comment on the
respective properties of these alternative implementations.
Since the Java byte code of an applet can be transferred
when the worldow client is started (by accessing the work-
flow client URL), the applet version of a client requires a
Web browser on the client side only.

For each activity of a workflow, the corresponding work-
flow model holds execution information. For atomic activi-
ties, there are two options either the activity is to be per-
formed using a software system (e.g., a GIS) without involve
ment of a person, or a person is responsible for executing the
activity. The former activities are called automatic, while
the latter are manual activities. Persons executing manual
activities have their workload controlled by the workflow en-
gine, by means of a work item list. Each person has a Iiit
of tasks (work iterns) for e-xecution. When a manual activ-
ity is started, the workflow engine assigns some person to
execute that activity, and sends a work item on the work
item list of that person. The person selects that item fi-om
his/herwork item list, and an application program is stinted
on the workstation of that person. When the manual activ-
ity is completed the person notifies the system, whkh then
decides on the next activity to start. When the workflow
terminates, the person who started the workflow is notitied.

We mention that we are currently working on a second
version of the WASA prototype, which is based on object
technology and which allows flexible and distributed work-
flow executions. Its conceptual model is described in [20].
While the primary aims of flexibtity and platform indepen-
dence are still in place, the new WASA prototype is based



on a CORBA inikastructure, -whichallows persistent vrork-
%OWemmtions and the integration of application objects
in workflow applications using CORBA interface definitions
and Object Request Broker functionality [14, 17].

4.2 Using WASA for Geo-Workflows

We no-w amdvze ho-wthe geo-workflow in the example can
be esecuted & TtTASA.Activity 1 (determine phenomena) is
a manual activity performed by CXTerts(scientists) and iire
fighters. Model building (Activity 2) is done in a cooperative
may, but -whilein most real-life situations experts start from
scratch to determine the appropriate model, using WASA
they can try to iind out about previously desi~ed applica-
tions, by bro-mtig the database of workflom models, or by
simply inspecting the vrorkilow models that are retrieved by
the worlrflow saver for starting. In particular, “research on
other applications” includes browsing the worldiow database
to retrieve geo--ivorkflo-wsbuilt to document the execution of
S.hnikl.resperilnents.

Data gathering (inventory) is represented by assigning
tasks to di.tk.renttechnicians -whichare to provide the dr+
sired data sources. This requires putting work items in the
lkts of different people/departments, e.g., ‘digitize map of
Highway 82” is a typical -workitem spec&ation that may
be sent to a teckmicianin the gee-referencing data process-
ing department. N7e remark that these people or depart-
ments may be situated at different sites, and that the entire
procedure of task assignment and asecution may proceed
remotely, being monitored by WASA.

Once each data tile is created, the -ivorkflowmanager is
notiiied, and the next step (analysis) begins only after all
data .gthering tasks are signaled as completed. Analysis is
a task performed by a person who is Imowledgeable about
the GIS being used. This person will receive the work item
‘&ecute model X using data A, B, C“ and will then in-
voke GIS functions combtig these data sources according
to the model .Tecificatio% producing a map. When this is
completed, the map is stored in a file and the workfiow en-
gine is notified of this (-work item is taken from the list).
The map is sent for expert analysis once this is fihed.

We finally point out a few important issues. First, this
automation of scheduling of procedures optimizes execution
of tasks in parallel. This is -wry important, for instance, in
activities involving production of electronic data (e.g., dig-
itization of paper maps), since the work item distribution
allows technicians to organize their daily work by choosing
horn thk M tasks according to their duration or priority.
At. the same ti.nx+this allows the execution of several appli-
cations within a given oraeation at the same tim~ each
of-which followfig distinct task scheduling policies. Second,
the existence of a -worMow database allows documentation
of the tasks involved in the execution of a given application,
which is in itself very useful. Thir& this documentation,
expressed in terms of executable riorkflom, will allow re-
peated execution of a given set of steps. What is even more
interesting from a gee-application point of view, this will
also allow reusing parts of the application specification to
design and implement similar experiments. Using again the
&e hazard em.mple, the worktlow can be used to direct ap-
plication developers to create applications for areas -where
simiku-conditions exist (i.e., -weather,vegetation, human oc-
cupation etc).

5 Conclusions

The main goal of this paper has been to show, through a d+
tailed casestudy taken from a real-life emptiical experiment,
that workfiow management is a reasonable technology to ex-
ploit in the area of gee-processing. Indeed, the typical tasks
comprising any experiment in that domain can adequately
be cast in the form of a -ivorkflowmodel, which is capable of
appropriately capturing the relevant process as well as data
aspects. However, commercial workflow management sys-
tems will vastly fail to support experimental environments,
due to the fact that they are based on a compilation in-
stead of an interpretation approach. In other words, they
require complete workflow specifications to be compiled into
executable code whose mecution is then controlled by the
-workflow engine. Gee-applications, as exemplified by our
case study, require workflows based on an interpretative ap-
proach.

Clearly, a wmiety of issuesremain to be resolved. One of
them is to actually build a workflow-intensive environment
for gee-processing applications, which integrates devices and
procedures throughout an application’s life-cycle. Consider-
ing that technology in gee-data gathering and processing
encompassesa wide range of sophisticated devices, ranging
from palm-top to ma.inhne machiies, and including high-
resolution graphical devices or satellitebased instruments,
an integrated environment in which a workflow engine acts
as the core component is not easy to build. This has both
technical as well as conceptual reasons. For example, palm-
top computers are far horn being able. to act as workflow
clients. Moreover, the variety of software tools already in
use in gee-applications is difficult to interface to a work-
flow system, since they are all based on distinct protocols
or languages. A way out of this situation could be to con-
struct the workflow system around object-oriented compo-
nent software, an eilort currently undertaken in the group
at the Universiw of Muenster. Currently, a new version of
the WASA proto~e is implemented, which makes extensive
use of object-oriented technology in design and implemen-
tation [21].

Another issue is to obtain a collection of “prototypical”
workflow models that arise from a larger number of geo-
processing experiments, in order to enable casual users (e.g.,
environmental specialists or biologists) to build their work
lists with the help of the computer. To this end, we envision
a repository of geo-worldlows representing a large collection
of past experiments into -whichnovel userscan do some form
of ‘!minh& in order to grasp a handle on their specific tasks.
It therefore seems that the introduction of worktlow man-
agement into the field of gee-processing applications is not
only fruitful, but has only just begun.
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